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When comes to choose finest quality muffle furnace, Acmas Technocracy presents a nice selection
of laboratory furnace, portable furnace equipments, industrial furnace Instruments, bench top
furnace and many reliable range of furnaces. We make use of high quality raw materials for the
production of muffle furnace that ensure flawless functioning and unsurpassable performance.

Muffle furnace is an electric or gas furnace which are engineered with a chamber which is heated
externally. Designing and manufacturing custom muffle furnace is our specialty.

We offer wide range of laboratory muffle furnaces which score on quotients of quality, efficiency,
reliability, longevity and optimum performance and usage. Moreover, they are developed as per
international standards and properly tested on quality parameters. It is oven type equipment that
can reach high temperatures.

The use of a muffle furnace is to burn off specific types of compounds. The maximum working
temperature is upto 1000Â°C (Continuous) and 1100Â°C (Peak at < 60 minutes). The casing is made
up of double layer steel and interior chamber constructed from high quality energy saving fibrous
alumina content with 27 liters capacity (12â€•x12â€•x12â€•).

It is fitted with heating elements on top, bottom and sides of chamber for enhanced temperature
uniformity and the power cord supplied without plug (5.5 KW, 63 A fuse installed).Fast heating rate
is upto 20Â°C/minute. Built-in-vent port removes undesirable contaminants and moisture and extends
the life span of the element and furnace. Product dimension is 24â€•x26â€•x22â€• (DxHxW).

To work on 208â‰ˆ240 volts AC, single phase, 50/60 Hz. Temperature control unit consists of 30
segments programmable, PID precision temperature control module and overheating protection.
Optional Â¼ â€œbarbed gas inlet/outlet can be installed on back panel of furnace. Shipping weight is
200 lb. Muffle furnaces are designed to meet the requirements of varies customers in Industries,
research fields etc.

The most modern designs used in scientific applications come with digital controllers that allow the
operator to control and fine tune routines to a very high degree of precision. The offered furnace is
broadly acclaimed for its high quality, optimum performance and long life without any hassles.
Warranty limited to one year but consumable parts such as processing tubes, o-rings and heating
elements are not covered by the warranty. Our quality controllers check its quality before making
final delivery to our clients.

Our muffle furnace has wide range of applications including ceramics firing, copper enameling,
assaying of volatile and suspended solids, incineration, drying and also has usage in R&D
laboratories, hospitals, research stations and biotechnological industries.
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Rodsi Bhatia is a great author. She writes article for Laboratory and Educational Science
Instruments. You can also find information about a Stability Cabinets, a Deep Freezer, muffle
furnace etc.
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